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Abstract

Active magma chambers are periodically replenished upon a combination of buoyancy and pressure forces driving upward motion
of initially deep magma. Such periodic replenishments concur to determine the chemical evolution of shallow magmas, they
are often associated to volcanic unrests, and they are nearly ubiquitously found to shortly precede a volcanic eruption. Here
we numerically simulate the dynamics of shallow magma chamber replenishment by systematically investigating the roles of
buoyancy and pressure forces, from pure buoyancy to pure pressure conditions and across combinations of them. Our numerical
results refer to volcanic systems that are not frequently erupting, for which magma at shallow level is isolated from the surface
(â\euroœclosed conduitâ\euro? volcanoes). The results depict a variety of dynamic evolutions, with the pure buoyant end-
member associated with effective convection and mixing and generation of no or negative overpressure in the shallow chamber,
and the pure pressure end-member translating into effective shallow pressure increase without any dynamics of magma convection
associated. Mixed conditions with variable extents of buoyancy and pressure forces illustrate dynamics initially dominated by
overpressure, then, over the longer term, by buoyancy forces. Results globally suggest that many shallow magmatic systems may
evolve during their lifetime under the control of buoyancy forces, likely triggered by shallow magma degassing. That naturally
leads to long-term stable dynamic conditions characterized by periodic replenishments of partially degassed, heavier magma by
volatile-rich fresh deep magma, similar to those reconstructed from petrology of many shallow-emplaced magmatic bodies.
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• A numerical model for time-space dynamics in shallow magma chambers replen-6
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Abstract12

Active magma chambers are periodically replenished upon a combination of buoyancy13

and pressure forces driving upward motion of initially deep magma. Such periodic re-14

plenishments concur to determine the chemical evolution of shallow magmas, they are15

often associated to volcanic unrests, and they are nearly ubiquitously found to shortly16

precede a volcanic eruption. Here we numerically simulate the dynamics of shallow magma17

chamber replenishment by systematically investigating the roles of buoyancy and pres-18

sure forces, from pure buoyancy to pure pressure conditions and across combinations of19

them. Our numerical results refer to volcanic systems that are not frequently erupting,20

for which magma at shallow level is isolated from the surface (“closed conduit” volca-21

noes). The results depict a variety of dynamic evolutions, with the pure buoyant end-22

member associated with effective convection and mixing and generation of no or nega-23

tive overpressure in the shallow chamber, and the pure pressure end-member translat-24

ing into effective shallow pressure increase without any dynamics of magma convection25

associated. Mixed conditions with variable extents of buoyancy and pressure forces il-26

lustrate dynamics initially dominated by overpressure, then, over the longer term, by buoy-27

ancy forces. Results globally suggest that many shallow magmatic systems may evolve28

during their lifetime under the control of buoyancy forces, likely triggered by shallow magma29

degassing. That naturally leads to long-term stable dynamic conditions characterized30

by periodic replenishments of partially degassed, heavier magma by volatile-rich fresh31

deep magma, similar to those reconstructed from petrology of many shallow-emplaced32

magmatic bodies.33

1 Introduction34

Magmatic systems below active volcanoes can be extremely complex in terms of35

their shape, physical properties, and evolution (Tibaldi, 2015; Burchardt et al., 2016; Cash-36

man et al., 2017; R. S. J. Sparks & Cashman, 2017; R. Sparks et al., 2019; R. S. J. Sparks37

et al., 2022). Magmatic systems can extend vertically over several km, with the shallower38

portions located only a few km, sometimes less than 1 km, below the surface, connected39

through dyke systems to other reservoirs at different depths, and often to a larger one40

at depths approaching or exceeding 10 km (references above). The shallow portion of41

such composite magmatic systems is typically more chemically evolved and partially de-42

gassed with respect to the deeper magma, as a result of inter-dependent processes such43

as cooling, crystallization and degassing that are more efficient at shallow depth. Long44

lifetime to such shallow magmatic bodies, much in excess of estimated conductive cool-45

ing lifetimes, is provided by repeated magma injection events (Marsh, 2015) which add46

mass, heat, and volatiles, thus contrasting shallow-level cooling and degassing. Events47

of new injection at shallow level by deeper, chemically and physically distinct magma48

are often recognized to have shortly preceded the occurrence of a volcanic eruption (Colucci49

& Papale, 2021, and references therein). The dynamics associated with magma injec-50

tion at shallow level are the subject of this work.51

The motion of a fluid, from single-phase single component (such as pure water) to52

multi-phase multi-component such as natural magma, relates to either natural or forced53

convection, or to a combination of them. Natural convection arises because fluids are im-54

mersed in the gravitational field, causing lighter portions to move up while denser por-55

tions sink down. The existence of density differences is therefore the cause of natural con-56

vection. In the case of real magmas, the melt phase of less chemically evolved (deeper)57

magmas tends to be denser than their evolved, shallow counterpart, as a reflection of larger58

content of heavy metals and lower content of light silicon more than compensating for59

higher temperature (Lange & Carmichael, 1990). Larger contents of heavy crystals such60

as olivine and pyroxene add to the density excess by more mafic magmas. However, shal-61

low magmas get degassed as a reflection of the largely dominant role of pressure on volatile62

saturation. In particular, the largely insoluble carbon dioxide component is quickly lost63

at shallow depth. Because the presence of carbon dioxide causes more water exsolution64
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and the generation of a larger volume of gas at equal other conditions (Papale et al., 2022),65

and because of the order of magnitude difference, increasing with decreasing pressure thus66

depth, between the density of the melt+crystals and gas phases, it follows that magmas67

coming from depth are easily lighter than the more evolved, partially degassed magmas68

they encounter at shallower depth, giving rise to natural convection.69

In contrast with natural convection, forced convection relates to fluid motion gov-70

erned by forces different from buoyancy. An example of forced convection is fluid mo-71

tion inside a blender, or the motion of air in a room when a hair dryer is turned on (more72

precisely, the latter is a combination of natural and forced convection as the density of73

the air exiting the hair dryer is normally lower than ambient density). In magmatic en-74

vironments, forced convection can arise as a consequence of chemical processes causing75

phase changes within confined systems leading to pressure increase, stress accumulation76

by local or regional tectonics, or by mantle or subduction dynamics. In all cases, forced77

convection requires the build-up of exceeding pressure somewhere in the system.78

Magma motion is invariably associated with either a density difference, or some other79

force resulting in a pressure difference. Accordingly, deep magma can intrude a shallow80

reservoir either because it is lighter than the magma hosted in the reservoir (buoyancy81

force), or because it is pushed from below (pressure force), or because of a combination82

of both. Here we examine the entire spectrum from pure buoyancy (the end-member case83

analyzed in Papale et al. (2017)) to pure pressure triggering magma injection, through84

variable combinations of buoyancy and pressure. We describe markedly different system85

evolutions under the analyzed conditions, and show that while efficient convection and86

mixing require buoyancy, the conditions for rock fracturing, dyke propagation, and oc-87

currence of a new eruption are unlikely to be met if pressure forces are not involved. We88

suggest that shallow magma chambers at closed conduit volcanoes evolve under essen-89

tially pure buoyant conditions over a substantial part of their lifetime, while the gener-90

ation of a new eruption is associated with sufficient pressure build-up somewhere in the91

magmatic system.92

2 Methods93

Pure-buoyant magma chamber replenishment has been previously investigated in94

detail in Papale et al. (2017). Here we use a similar setup inspired by the Campi Fle-95

grei volcano, a caldera in Southern Italy which hosts part of the same city of Naples, and96

which is a source of volcanic risk for million people and huge infrastructures in the area97

(Orsi et al., 2022). Although the Campi Flegrei volcano is a reference for the conditions98

in these simulations, including overall system geometry and magma compositions, the99

present results hold a general validity as representative of conditions where a shallow reser-100

voir is connected to a deeper, larger one. Figure 1 shows the setup for the simulations101

(Papale et al., 2017). The system geometry is constructed in order to be the simplest102

one holding the fundamental aspects relevant to the analysis. The 2D simulation setup103

reduces computational costs without loosing the fundamental details on the dynamics104

within the magmatic system (Garg et al., 2019). The set up includes a large, 8 km deep105

reservoir hosting shoshonitic magma, connected through a vertical dyke to a shallow, 3106

km deep, much smaller reservoir hosting more evolved phonolitic magma. Volatile con-107

tents (water and carbon dioxide) are varied within reasonable ranges in order to simu-108

late conditions with variable buoyancy. The volatile content of the deep shoshonite is109

taken as being the same for all simulations, and variable conditions are obtained by vary-110

ing, from one simulation to the other, the volatile content of the shallow phonolite (Ta-111

ble 1). The dyke is assumed to initially host the deeper shoshonitic magma, therefore,112

time zero for all simulations refer to an idealized moment when the deep ascending magma113

encounters the shallow reservoir. For the simulations with an initial overpressure, that114

overpressure is applied to the shoshonitic magma at time 0, as if the dyke was reaching115

the shallow chamber and rupturing the last diaphragm separating the dyke from the cham-116

ber. The applied initial overpressure is imposed as a constant surplus with respect to117
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the local, stratified pressure distribution reflecting the non-linear interplay between den-118

sity, dissolved and exsolved volatile contents, and pressure. The Supplementary Mate-119

rial reports the initial distributions and vertical profiles of relevant quantities.120

While the overall system in Figure 1 is closed, the results illustrated below can be121

seen as describing the open system evolution of the shallow chamber. Accounting for the122

large system in Figure 1 ensures global consistency of the dynamics in terms of evolu-123

tion of the conditions characterizing the magma that is injected into the chamber. That124

leads to the rich dynamics illustrated in this work, and to results that describe in a glob-125

ally consistent way the evolution over a large magmatic system including the large, deeper126

regions of magma accumulation. Referring to such a large system has a cost in terms of127

required computational resources: there are in fact 63742 computational elements in the128

shallow chamber, increasing to 133,580 when considering the whole simulated domain.129

As we show below, that computational cost is more than rewarded in terms of consis-130

tency of the simulation results and richness of insights into the volcano dynamics. In fact,131

practically nothing of the complex evolutions described below would be revealed if we132

aimed at describing magma chamber replenishment without accounting for the intercon-133

nections with deeper sub-domains, represented here by a large, deep, less chemically evolved,134

less degassed magmatic reservoir, and the dyke connecting the deep and shallow reser-135

voirs.136

Table 1 illustrates the conditions for the numerical simulations. The two critical137

parameters for this study are the initial overpressure applied to the shoshonitic magma,138

and the density difference at the initial magma interface. As explained above, in all sim-139

ulations the deeper shoshonitic magma is assumed to carry a total (dissolved plus ex-140

solved) volatile content corresponding to 2 wt% total water and 1 wt% total carbon diox-141

ide. Partition between the liquid and gas phases depends on space-time local pressure142

and temperature conditions, and it is computed with the non-ideal multicomponent sat-143

uration model SOLWCAD (Papale et al., 2006). For the three cases with no initial buoy-144

ancy (simulation names starting with “N” in Table 1), the total volatile contents in the145

two magma types are equal. Therefore, in these cases the gas volume fraction and den-146

sity differences at interface reflect the different saturation conditions due to different melt147

composition, and the overpressure applied to the shoshonitic magma. In the cases with148

buoyancy (simulation names starting with “P”) the upper phonolitic magma is assumed149

to host a lower total volatile content with respect to the shoshonitic magma (Table 1),150

as it may result from shallow system degassing. The assumed total volatile content in151

the phonolite, the different overpressure applied in the shoshonite, and the correspond-152

ing density modeling and saturation conditions, determine the density of the two magma153

types at the interface, therefore the magnitude of the initial buoyancy force acting at the154

interface.155

The simulations are made with the in-house finite element code GALES (Longo,156

Barsanti, et al., 2012; Longo, Papale, et al., 2012; Garg et al., 2018a), which was also em-157

ployed for the investigation in Papale et al. (2017). The composition employed for the158

shoshonitic and phonolitic magmas is reported in Table 2. As explained above, multi-159

component volatile saturation is computed as a function of space and time and depends160

on local composition, pressure and temperature; density and viscosity are calculated ac-161

cordingly. (Longo, Barsanti, et al., 2012; C. Montagna et al., 2015; Papale et al., 2017;162

C. P. Montagna et al., 2022). To keep the computational efforts to within manageable163

size, the temperature is taken constant (1300 K) throughout the computational domain,164

and crystallization is neglected (see Discussion).165

The code has been recently further developed to improve numerical stability (Garg166

et al., 2018a), include free surface dynamics (Garg et al., 2018b), fluid-structure inter-167

action dynamics (Garg et al., 2021), and fully 3D dynamics (Garg & Papale, 2022). The168

reader interested in further details of the mathematics, the numerical methods, and the169

code stability and performance, is addressed to such papers.170
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Figure 1. System setup. The system is simplified as being 2D (Cartesian). A shallow ellip-

tical 800 x 400 m reservoir hosting phonolitic magma is connected through a vertical dyke with

constant width of 20 m to a deeper and larger (8 × 1 km) reservoir hosting shoshonitic magma.

A flat magma interface is placed at shallow chamber entrance. Buoyancy at magma interface

is varied by assuming different volatile contents (water and carbon dioxide) in the two magma

types. When applied, an initial homogeneous surplus in pressure is imposed to the shoshonitic

magma, beyond the initial magmastatic stratification in pressure. The conditions for the exe-

cuted numerical simulations are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Simulations performed.

Simulation H2OT COT
2 ∆ρ ∆P

Ar(c) Be(d) Be/Ar
Simulation

name (wt%)(a) (wt%)(a) (kg/m3)(b) (MPa) time (s)

P0 1 0.1 162.45 0 0.60·109 0 0 4870

P5 1 0.1 144.50 5 0.69·109 0.31·1010 4.42 7030

P3.5 1 0.5 92.27 3.5 0.39·109 0.19·1010 4.85 5340

P6.5 0.77 1 32.05 6.5 0.06·109 0.16·1010 25.88 5770

N5 2 1 -60.99 5 0 1.12·1010 - 1570

N10 2 1 -78.39 10 0 2.25·1010 - 1630

N15 2 1 -93.85 15 0 3.55·1010 - 1670

(a) Volatile contents refer to the phonolitic magma, whereas for the initially deeper
shoshonitic magma these values are H2OT = 2 wt% and COT

2 = 1 wt% for all simulations.
(b) ∆ρ corresponds to the density difference between the shallow phonolite and the deep
shoshonite, computed at the initial interface.
(c) Archimedes number expressing buoyancy over friction force: Ar= ρ∆ρgL3/µ2. Ar=0 when ∆ρ < 0.
Magma viscosity µ corresponds to the average viscosity value between the shallow
phonolite and the deep shoshonite, computed at the initial interface.
(d) Bejan number expressing pressure over friction force: Be= ρ∆PL2/µ2.

Table 2. Volatile-free melt composition emplyed in the simulations

SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O

Phonolite 53.52 0.60 19.84 1.60 3.20 0.14 1.76 6.76 4.66 7.91

Shoshonite 52.40 0.85 17.60 1.88 5.74 0.12 3.60 7.93 3.43 8.24

Quantities in wt%
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3 Results171

The simulation results show totally different dynamic situations for the cases where172

buoyancy is effective (“P” simulations in Table 1) or is absent (“N” simulations). In the173

following we describe the buoyant cases first, then we consider the not buoyant cases.174

The focus is initially on the dynamics of shallow chamber replenishment and the rela-175

tive roles of buoyancy and pressure forces in controlling those dynamics. The overall dy-176

namics down to the deep chamber are described later.177

To assess the relative importance of buoyancy and pressure forces, two non-dimensional178

numbers are employed (see Table 1): Ar or the Archimedes number, representing the ra-179

tio between buoyancy and viscous forces; and Be or the Bejan number, representing the180

ratio between pressure and viscous forces. The Be/Ar ratio indicates therefore the rel-181

ative roles of pressure and buoyancy forces.182

Buoyant systems183

Case P0 in Table 1 is similar to the pure buoyant end-member case explored in Papale184

et al. (2017). Here we briefly summarize the main characteristics of the dynamics, which185

are fully described in the above paper; and employ them as a reference to compare with186

the other cases involving both buoyancy and pressure. In general we present the four “P”187

simulations in order of increasing Be/Ar ratio (Table 1), which corresponds to progres-188

sively decreasing buoyancy (but not progressively increasing pressure). The Supplemen-189

tary Material includes videos showing the evolution of the dynamics in terms of several190

relevant quantities, for all simulations in Table 1.191

When convective motion is triggered by pure buoyancy (case P0), the numerical192

simulation results show quick disruption of the initial gravitationally unstable interface193

followed by formation and ascent of intermittent plumes of light magma. Such plumes194

penetrate into the shallow chamber forming complex circulation patterns which enhance195

mixing between the two magmas (Figure 2; note that at the resolution of the present sim-196

ulations, of order 1 m, only mechanical mixing, sometimes referred to as “mingling”, is197

resolved). Injection of light magma into the chamber is accompanied by sinking of the198

initially resident, partially degassed, denser magma into the dyke. Mixing between the199

two magmas is mostly effective at dyke level, such that immediately after the very first200

initial plume no further pure shoshonite enters the chamber. On the contrary, the new201

plumes after only a few minutes contain at most 50% by weight of the deeper shoshonitic202

component. The dynamics evolve through a series of discrete plumes of variable size re-203

leasing buoyant mixed magma into the chamber, further accompanied by sinking of denser204

magma into the dyke. A dynamic stratification of composition and properties is built205

inside the chamber, with the overall stratification continuously disrupted to an extent206

by new buoyant plumes, then rebuilt until the next plume disrupts it again. For the pure207

buoyant case, the longer simulations in Papale et al. (2017) show waning of the dynam-208

ics for times greater than 4 – 7 hours depending on the specific simulation conditions.209

Beyond those times a condition of dynamic equilibrium is achieved, in which slow dy-210

namics are still ongoing but all macroscopic quantities in the shallow chamber (e.g., the211

overall mass of components) do not significantly evolve anymore.212

When an initial overpressure is added to the rising magma (cases P5, P3.5 and P6.5213

in Table 1 and Figure 2), the overall dynamics are qualitatively similar to those described214

above, dominated by discrete plumes accompanying the overall injection-sinking dynam-215

ics. There are, however, important quantitative differences, and most importantly, there216

are substantial differences in relation to the distribution and evolution of overpressure.217

After 250 s from simulation start (left column in Figure 2) there is a well visible218

plume rising in the shallow chamber in all simulation cases. However, at that time the219

plume reaches a height in the chamber of only about 100 m for the pure buoyant case220

P0, whereas that height at the same time is 270 – 290 m for the three cases with non-221

zero overpressure. Thus, the existence of an initial overpressure in the injected magma222

is seen as a clear push during the first few minutes of simulation. For the two interme-223

diate cases with applied overpressure of 3.5 and 5 MPa, the initial batch of rising magma224
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Figure 2. Computed evolution of composition for the buoyant simulation cases. The figures

show a zoom view of the shallow chamber and upper portion of the feeding dyke.
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Figure 3. Depth vs time for the front of the magma mixture sinking along the dyke, for the

four simulation cases with non-zero buoyancy. Zero on the vertical axis corresponds to chamber

entrance level. The initial interface at time zero is at -20 m. The front is taken to correspond to

90% by weight of concentration of the shoshonite.

appears to be formed by at least two individual plumes shortly following one after the225

other, while for the case with highest overpressure of 6.5 MPa the initial rising batch ap-226

pears as a well-identified individual plume.227

A quantity which looks relevant in illustrating some of the effects and interplays228

between buoyancy and pressure relates to the motion inside the dyke of the sinking mix-229

ture of phonolite and shoshonite. With reference to the pure buoyant case P0, Figure 3230

shows that an initial about 150 s are required for the destabilization of the initial grav-231

itationally unstable interface between the two magma types. Once the interface is desta-232

bilized, sinking proceeds with the front showing a few velocity oscillations, and a gen-233

eral tendency to reduce velocity with time. After destabilization, the average front ve-234

locity in the upper 600 m of dyke is about 16.5 cm/s.235

The next two cases examined from Figure 3 are P5 (second most buoyant case, ∆P236

= 5 MPa, see Table 1) and P3.5 (buoyancy further reduced, ∆P = 3.5 MPa). For both237

cases i) the initial overpressure produces nearly immediate upward interface displace-238

ment (not visible at the scale of the figure, see the Supplementary Material), followed239

again by sinking of a denser magmatic mixture along the dyke; ii) the sinking velocity240

is initially larger, then it becomes smaller than for the pure buoyant case; iii) the aver-241

age sinking velocity in the first 600 m is less than for the pure buoyant case, being 14.4242

cm/s for case P5 and 12.7 cm/s for case P3.5. The location where the velocity crossover243

(from larger to smaller than for the pure buoyant case) occurs varies largely, decreasing244

in depth with decreasing buoyancy (decreasing Ar in Table 1), from about 585 to 400245

m below the shallow chamber when moving from case P5 to P3.5. The trends above are246

–9–
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even more evident when moving to case P6.5, for which buoyancy decreases further, while247

overpressure increases (Table 1). In this case i) the initial upward displacement of the248

interface is such that the interface penetrates into the chamber during the first 50 s; ii)249

the crossover with the pure buoyant case occurs at only about 85 m depth; and iii) the250

average velocity decreases further, so much that the 600 m level below the shallow cham-251

ber is never achieved by the sinking magma. Instead, after 5600 s the depth achieved252

is still less than 500 m. During the time it takes to reach that depth, the average veloc-253

ity of the sinking magma is of only 8.31 cm/s.254

As anticipated above, these trends illustrate the interplay between buoyancy and255

overpressure in driving the overall dynamics. The increase in overpressure appears to ex-256

ert an important control on the initial dynamics, as it is exemplified by a stronger push257

of light magma into the chamber and initially faster rising plume and sinking front. The258

applied overpressure triggers a more rapid development of the Rayleigh-Taylor gravita-259

tional instability (Chandrasekhar, n.d.). However, the long term overall dynamics ap-260

pear to be more directly controlled by buoyancy, which exerts a strong control on mix-261

ing efficiency thus on magma sinking which is its direct reflection. That is evidenced fur-262

ther when analyzing the evolution in time of the overall mass of shoshonite in the shal-263

low chamber (Figure 4). Such a relevant macroscopic quantity results from the complex264

interplay between injection, mixing, and sinking associated with the different conditions265

of the simulations. Accordingly, the curves in Figure 4 mimic to an extent those in Fig-266

ure 3, showing an initial phase where pressure dominates in forcing the shoshonite into267

the chamber, followed by a longer phase where buoyancy takes the lead and finally dom-268

inates in determining the overall efficiency of magma injection. As in the trends in Fig-269

ure 3, there is a crossover with respect to the pure buoyancy case, which happens sooner270

for less buoyant conditions. Over the long term, the least effective case in injecting new271

magma into the shallow chamber is the one (P6.5) associated with the largest overpres-272

sure but lowest buoyancy conditions (that is reflected in far less effective mixing for case273

P6.5 well visible from Figure 2 as a dark blue color over much of the shallow chamber274

at the longest reported time). That same case was instead the most effective during the275

initial stages, reflecting the large push by overpressure. The most effective case (P0) is276

the one with highest buoyancy and lowest (zero) overpressure, which was initially asso-277

ciated to a much less effective injection dynamics (Figures 2 and 4).278

The above results are illustrative of the relative roles of buoyancy and overpres-279

sure in the efficiency of new magma injection into a shallow chamber. In extreme syn-280

thesis, while overpressure dominates initially, the overall process is mostly controlled by281

buoyancy. However, in terms of likelihood of causing rock fracturing, new dyke injection,282

and eruption, the existence of an overpressure in the ascending magma is key. That is283

shown in the following.284

Figure 5 shows the evolution of overpressure (defined as the locally computed dif-285

ference between pressure at current and zero time) in the shallow chamber for the four286

buoyant simulation cases. Figure 6 illustrates the time evolution of the average shallow287

chamber overpressure, obtained by weighting the overpressure at any computational node288

by its corresponding area. The figures highlight macroscopic differences associated with289

the different conditions in the simulations. The most relevant of such differences is that290

the sign of the pressure change is negative for the pure buoyant case (P0), and positive291

for all other cases involving an initially applied overpressure. Counter-intuitive pressure292

decrease upon chamber replenishment driven by pure buoyancy force is discussed in de-293

tail in Papale et al. (2017). In summary, pressure evolution is non-linearly correlated to294

density and gas volume fraction. While expansion upon gas exsolution exerts a force on295

the surroundings which contributes to increasing pressure, substitution of dense magma296

by lighter one implies a net decrease of mass in the chamber and a decrease in the mag-297

mastatic pressure contribution, favoring decreasing pressure. For the conditions inves-298

tigated in Papale et al. (2017) and here, pure buoyancy driven magma injection at shal-299

low level results in either very small (or negligible) increase or significant decrease in over-300

all pressure, with the magnitude of the pressure change increasing with increasing ini-301
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Figure 4. Time evolution of the mass of shoshonite in the shallow chamber, for the four

buoyant simulation cases.
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t = 250 s                       t = 1610 s                     t = 2830 s                     t = 4200 s

P0

P5

P3.5

P6.5

Figure 5. Evolution of overpressure in the shallow magma chamber for the simulation cases

with non-zero buoyancy.

tial density difference (thus with increasing Ar in Table 1). Figure 6 shows that for case302

P0 at the longest simulated time approaching 5,000 s, the average chamber pressure de-303

creases by about 5.5 bars. Because of the magmastatic contribution to pressure decrease,304

the magnitude of the decrease increases with depth inside the chamber (Figure 5, case305

P0).306

For the three cases with associated overpressure, the pressure change is always pos-307

itive during the entire simulated times (Figures 5 and 6), although appreciably lower than308

the applied overpressure. The peak overpressure in the chamber is achieved over a short309

timescale in the range 10 – 100 s. After that initial pulse the average chamber overpres-310

sure slightly and progressively decreases (Figure 6). The extent to which the applied over-311

pressure is transferred into the chamber depends on a number of factors, including magma312

compressibility which varies from case to case. In the present cases the maximum av-313

erage overpressure in the chamber is in the range 80-90% of the applied one. Over the314

times displaced in Figure 6, the maximum overpressure decrease after the initial pres-315

sure pulse amounts to 4 – 14% (about 2 to 4 bars) of the achieved peak value.316

The above trends depict an initial phase, with time length of order 1 minute, dom-317

inated by overpressure, followed by a much longer phase of order hours where buoyancy318

governs the dynamics causing progressive although limited decrease in overpressure. The319

applied overpressure is only marginally (10 – 20% for the range of conditions examined320

here) absorbed by magma compressibility and/or dissipated by internal friction, and largely321

transferred into the chamber. The longer buoyancy-dominated phase, in all four simu-322

lation cases with buoyancy, accounts for chamber pressure decrease by only a few bars,323

progressively decreasing in magnitude (for the longest simulated times) from 5.5 bars for324

case P0 with no applied overpressure, to 2.1 bars for case P6.5 with the largest applied325

overpressure of 6.5 MPa. With reference to the two cases P3.5 and P6.5 where an ini-326

tial overpressure is associated with least buoyant conditions, during the entire simula-327

tion time the overpressure in the chamber decreases from bottom to top (Figure 5). That328

situation is opposite to that of the pure buoyant case P0, where the overpressure increases329
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Figure 6. Evolution of the average overpressure in the shallow chamber, for the simulation

cases with non-zero buoyancy (cases “P” in Table 1). (a) Evolution over all simulated times. (b)

Zoom over the first 100 s.

(it becomes less negative) from bottom to top. The evolution of case P5, which involves330

both significant overpressure and buoyancy, is peculiar. For this case the evolution dur-331

ing the first about 2000 s is similar to that of the two other cases with overpressure. How-332

ever, shortly after 2000 s a sort of overturning of the overpressure occurs, causing the333

distribution of overpressure to become, from there on, similar to that of the pure buoy-334

ancy case P0 (overpressure increasing upwards). Once again, the interplay of buoyancy335

and pressure forces in controlling the dynamics emerges, with the latter causing a down-336

ward increase in overpressure, and the former an upward increase (or in other words, both337

causing a downward increase in the magnitude of the overpressure, with positive sign for338

pressure force, and negative sign for buoyancy force). Pressure controls the processes ini-339

tially, then buoyancy becomes dominant. If pressure forces are large enough with respect340

to buoyancy forces, the downward-increasing pressure-controlled stratification of over-341

pressure is sufficiently stable and it does not get disrupted by subsequent buoyancy con-342

trol of the dynamics. If instead the relevance of buoyancy increases with respect to the343

pressure force, then the initially pressure-controlled stratification in overpressure can lead344

the way to subsequent control by buoyancy, as in the present case P5. Comparison be-345

tween the cases P5 and P3.5 suggests that such an overturning in the stratification of346

overpressure may appear for Be/Ar less than about 3.5 (Table 1).347

Non-buoyant systems348

The simulation cases N5, N10 and N15 in Table 1 do not involve any gravitational349

instability, as the initial distribution is such that magma density increases everywhere350

along the direction of gravity. In these cases the dynamics are entirely due to pressure351

forces, which are applied in the form of an initial overpressure in the initially deeper shoshonitic352

magma, by 5, 10 and 15 MPa for the three cases above, respectively. Figure 7 (analo-353

gous to Figure 2) illustrates the numerical results in terms of distribution of composi-354

tion. When buoyancy is not acting on the system, the dynamics are very limited. In all355

three simulated cases there is an initial phase (order a few tens of s) of expansion of the356

compressed shoshonite into the phonolite, which is in turn compressed, followed by lat-357

eral flow of the dense shoshonite over the chamber bottom. The entire dynamics are prac-358

tically over after a few hundred seconds. After 1000 s no further changes are visible. Mix-359

ing is limited to a thin region at the interface between the two magma types. Essentially,360

the dynamics consist in limited magma intrusion at chamber bottom, accompanied by361

compression taking 70 – 100 s to achieve a new stable pressure profile in the chamber362

(Figure 8). As for the buoyant cases seen above, part of the initial overpressure is ac-363
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N15

N10

t = 40 s t = 80 s t = 160 s t = 1000 s

N5

t = 0 s

Figure 7. Computed dynamics for the three simulation cases in Table 1 with zero buoyancy.

The pictures display zoom views at shallow chamber base, with the colors corresponding to com-

position. The t = 0 picture for case N5 is equal, in terms of distribution of composition, to the

time zero situation for all other cases (in this figure as well as in Figure 2).

commodated by magma compressibility. The proportion of the initially applied overpres-364

sure translating into stable chamber overpressure is close to 80% in all three cases (the365

volatile contents, thus the overall magma compressibility, are also the same for these three366

simulation cases, see Table 1).367

The total mass of shoshonite which is displaced into the chamber (more precisely,368

displaced above the initial interface) is significantly lower than for the cases with buoy-369

ancy, amounting to 3.2, 6.2, and 9 Mkg/m for the three N5, N10 and N15 simulation cases,370

respectively. By comparison, the P5 case with same initial overpressure as for the N5371

case (5 MPa) but buoyancy also associated, injects more than 20 Mkg/m (compared to372

3.2) in the first less than 5000 s, and it is still injecting efficiently at that time when the373

simulation is terminated (Figure 4).374

Overall system dynamics375

Most of the dynamics for the simulated cases concentrate in the shallow chamber376

+ dyke system, as they are described above. Fluid motion at lower chamber level is very377

limited or close to null, and the observed evolution at such deep levels is nearly entirely378

related to pressure, the variations of which are in general important across the entire sim-379

ulated domain. Pressure propagates across the entire fluid system at the local speed of380

sound, which depends on isentropic compressibility and is largely controlled by the lo-381

cal volume of gas (in turn controlled by pressure and regulated by real equation of state,382

contributing to system non-linearity). For the present simulations the speed of sound varies383

in the range 600 – 1400 m/s, depending on the specific conditions and generally increas-384

ing downwards. Accordingly, a pressure transient originating anywhere in the simulated385

domain propagates through the entire system in less than 10 s. As a consequence, al-386

though the dynamics are negligible in the deep magmatic system, pressure changes at387

such deep level can be important, causing variations in other important quantities such388

as dissolved and exsolved amounts of volatiles, gas volume and composition, and magma389

density and viscosity, reflecting the shallow dynamics dominated by magma intrusion and390

efficient convection and mixing.391

Figures 9 and 10 show the evolution in the entire simulated domain of the horizontally-392

averaged overpressure, for the simulation cases with buoyancy (Figure 9) and without393

buoyancy (Figure 10). The overpressure in these figures represents the change with re-394

spect to the initial conditions, which included an initially applied overpressure (in all cases395
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Figure 8. Evolution of the average overpressure in the shallow chamber, for the simulation

cases with zero buoyancy and three different applied overpressures (cases “N” in Table 1).
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P0 P5

P3.5 P6.5

Figure 9. Pressure evolution along the entire system domain, for the four simulations with

buoyancy. The lines for each time indicated in the figure represent the horizontally-averaged

overpressure. The thick, dashed horizontal blue lines show the extension of the three simulation

sub-domains represented by (from the top) the shallow chamber, the dyke, and the deep chamber

(see also Figure 1). Note that the overpressure reported here refers to the conditions at time

zero, therefore, the initially applied overpressure does not show up.

but case P0 where such an initial overpressure is absent). The most evident feature of396

the pressure trends in the figures, is that any variation in the upper chamber has a coun-397

terpart with opposite sign in the dyke + deep chamber domains. Accordingly, the over-398

pressure in such deep regions is positive for the pure buoyant case P0 for which the over-399

pressure in the shallow chamber is negative, and it is negative for all other cases. For400

the cases with no buoyancy (Figure 10) the overpressure is more negative for larger ini-401

tial overpressure (therefore, for larger pressure increase in the chamber). For the cases402

with buoyancy (Figure 9) that simple relationship does not hold. Instead, the extent of403

negative overpressure is higher for simulation cases corresponding to larger Be/Ar (larger404

ratio of pressure to buoyancy force, see Table 1). The trends above suggest that buoy-405

ancy by itself, while causing a pressure decrease in the upper chamber, leads to increased406

pressure in the deeper dyke + chamber system, likely due to compression by the dense,407

degassed magma sinking along the dyke. Conversely, injection into the shallow cham-408

ber of initially pressurized magma, while compressing the chamber, is accompanied by409

release of the initial overpressure. Whenever buoyancy is a force acting on magma, sink-410

ing of dense magma accompanying convection pressurizes the deeper magmatic region,411

so that the overall pressure evolution at such deep levels depends on the relative impor-412

tance of pressure and buoyancy forces. In all cases simulated here, with or without buoy-413

ancy or pressure forces, the distributions are such that the largest negative overpressure414

invariably occurs at the junction between dyke and shallow chamber. Increasing the rel-415
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N5

N10

N15

Figure 10. Pressure evolution along the entire system domain, for the three simulations with-

out buoyancy. The lines for each time indicated in the figure represent the horizontally-averaged

overpressure. The thick, dashed horizontal blue lines show the extension of the three simulation

sub-domains represented by (from the top) the shallow chamber, the dyke, and the deep chamber

(see also Figure 1). Note that the overpressure reported here refers to the conditions at time

zero, therefore, the initially applied overpressure does not show up.
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evance of buoyancy vs. pressure leads to a region at upper dyke level characterized by416

large gradient of the overpressure (up to > 1 bar every 100 m), which is instead absent417

in those cases where pressure largely dominates (with the exception of a highly transient418

initial phase for the zero buoyancy cases, Figure 10, where the pressure gradients largely419

oscillate).420

As it is expected, the size of the different regions plays a role in determining the421

magnitude of the overpressure. While compression in the shallow chamber amounts to422

80 – 90% of the initially applied overpressure, the parallel decompression in the deep cham-423

ber is only in the range 5 – 15% of the initial overpressure. In other words, a little rel-424

ative change in the density, thus in the mass, within the deep chamber, which has a 25x425

volume per meter with respect to the upper chamber, can accommodate for large den-426

sity and mass changes occurring at shallow level.427

4 Discussion428

The present numerical simulations explore the dynamics of shallow magma cham-429

ber replenishment under the action of buoyancy and pressure forces. A domain much larger430

than the shallow chamber is included in the simulations. While each individual sub-domain431

(shallow chamber, deep chamber, and connecting dyke) is an open system, the entire sim-432

ulated domain is closed. Such a set up ensures consistency between the shallow evolu-433

tion and the global dynamics inside a large plumbing system.434

The simulation domain is necessarily a simplification of real ones, which are in fact435

unknown. Further complexities not included in the present analysis may involve the pres-436

ence of crystals and mushy regions, particularly in the deep magmatic system; the ex-437

istence of multiple intermediate storage regions connected through complex dyke sys-438

tems hardly resembling an individual, km-long, vertical one as in the present idealiza-439

tion; the elastic response of the confining rocks to pressure variations in the fluid sys-440

tem; the 3D nature of the real world; and others. Some of the possible roles of such fur-441

ther complexities, including three-dimensionality, domain size and shape, boundary and442

initial conditions for the simulations, have been discussed in Papale et al. (2017); Garg443

et al. (2019); Garg and Papale (2022). While there are necessary simplifications, the present444

results reflect a high level of sophistication in solving the complex physics of magmatic445

systems, capturing a number of relevant first order aspects of the real world such as the446

composite nature of magmatic plumbing systems; their compositional heterogeneities with447

more chemically evolved, partially degassed shallow intrusions; the multi-component na-448

ture of the magmatic gas; the complex relationships and feedbacks between magma com-449

positions, volatile contents, magmatic properties, and flow variables and dynamics; the450

interdependence between processes and dynamics occurring in magmatic sub-domains451

extending over several km in depth and width; and of specific relevance for the analy-452

sis in this work, the diverse roles of buoyancy and pressure forces in driving the dynam-453

ics and determining system evolution. In particular, buoyancy and pressure forces are454

found to originate very different dynamics and exert largely different controls on magma455

injection dynamics, leading to diverging evolutions. A striking result is that while pro-456

gressively adding overpressure to buoyant magma translates into similarly progressive457

changes in overall evolution and dynamics, the transition to non-buoyant, pressurized458

magma is associated with an abrupt change in the overall dynamics. Although more sim-459

ulation cases would provide a better representation of the effective range of dynamics,460

the present results suggest that even little buoyancy is enough to enter a regime where461

convection and mixing are dominant and effective; while zero buoyancy translates into462

intrusion at chamber bottom only, with limited or no lateral flow, and limited or no mix-463

ing between the injected and resident magmas.464

Thus, efficient injection, convection and mixing dynamics strictly require the ac-465

tion of buoyancy. Convection and mixing are invariably accompanied by sinking of dense466

magma into the feeding dyke. In all simulated cases with buoyancy, efficient magma mix-467

ing takes place at upper dyke level, quickly causing the new magma entering the shal-468
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low chamber to lose its end-member compositional identity. That happens the faster and469

more effectively for larger buoyancy with respect to pressure. Pressure and buoyancy forces470

contribute to the overall system evolution, with the former controlling the short term471

dynamics, and the latter being more effective over longer times. The evolution of over-472

pressure in the shallow chamber reflects such separate time scales, with an initial fast473

pressurization amounting to 80 – 90% of the overpressure carried by the deep rising magma,474

followed by long-term pressure decrease of order a few bars during the subsequent buoyancy-475

controlled convective phase. Similarly, magma injection shows an initial high rate dur-476

ing the short pressure-dominated phase, followed by a much longer buoyancy-controlled477

phase with generally lower injection rate depending on the initial density difference thus478

Ar number in Table 1 (Figure 4).479

The above complex evolutions are associated with similarly complex overpressure480

distributions, that can be highly heterogeneous in the large magmatic domain as well481

as within individual sub-domains such as the shallow magma chamber. This has impor-482

tant consequences for the associated ground deformation patterns, and requires dedicated483

analysis to understand potential implications for classical inversion approaches, from sim-484

ple Mogi models to more complex ones (Mogi, 1958; Gregg et al., 2013; Cannavò, 2019;485

Zhong et al., 2019).486

While buoyancy exerts a dominant control on the occurrence of magma convection487

and mixing, and in general it controls magma injection at shallow level, there seems to488

be little chance for a system to evolve towards an eruption without the contribution of489

pressure forces. Many erupted magmas suggest a rich history of interaction and mixing490

between different end-members, and the literature abounds with such examples (e.g. An-491

derson, 1976; Cioni et al., 1995; Griffin et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2021;492

Ji et al., 2021; Alves et al., 2021). Quite often, repetitive magma mixing events are rec-493

ognized from the analysis of the erupted products, and they are usually interpreted as494

periodic arrivals of new magma inside a chamber (e.g. Civetta et al., 1991; Cioni et al.,495

1995; Neumann et al., 1999; Yanagi & Maeda, 1998; Coppola et al., 2017; Caroff et al.,496

2021). Based on the present results we argue that the common condition likely to dom-497

inate much of the history of shallow magmatic bodies is that of periodic arrivals of lighter498

magma carrying little or no excess pressure, giving rise to efficient convection and mix-499

ing and causing limited pressure change, more negative for larger density contrast (larger500

Ar). Shallow level exsolution of volatiles and magma degassing which largely feeds vol-501

canic plumes and fumaroles, either accompanied or not by cooling and crystallization502

of magma, provides a universal mechanism for shallow magma density increase. This orig-503

inates buoyancy forces drawing deeper, less degassed magma towards shallow levels. Un-504

der the ubiquitous action of magma degassing at shallow level new batches of volatile-505

rich, light magma can be periodically brought to shallow levels, partly replacing previ-506

ously degassed, dense magma sinking down and efficiently mixing with the ascending magma.507

The present results show that no major pressure changes are associated to such dynam-508

ics, which can be therefore maintained over long times, mirrored at the surface by slow509

ground deformation dynamics from inflation to subsidence.510

The ubiquitous process of shallow magma degassing could thus be the controlling511

factor originating stable conditions for periodic refilling of shallow magma chambers by512

buoyant magma, giving origin to repeated events of magma mixing similar to those that513

are observed or reconstructed at virtually any volcano worldwide. Conversely, the oc-514

currence of an eruption requires an important build-up of pressure over a time sufficiently515

short to escape any attempt by the volcanic system to re-equilibrate at the new condi-516

tions. Buoyancy-controlled magma injection dynamics by themselves are unable to achieve517

such pressure build-up, which instead necessarily requires some other process different518

from buoyancy and associated convection and mixing. Here we simulate the case where519

the magma inside the dyke is over-pressurized, mimicking a situation typical for dyke520

propagation. The simulations involving an initial overpressure may therefore be seen as521

starting at a time when the last diaphragm separating a rising dyke from a shallow mag-522

matic reservoir is broken. However, our simulations do not investigate the origin of the523
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overpressure. We can speculate on it, by invoking progressive or sudden (e.g., due to an524

earthquake) accumulation of tectonic stress, transients in magma production rate at depth,525

deep events associated with magma expansion under confined conditions, etc. Signifi-526

cant overpressure may also be generated directly at shallow level, e.g., due to events caus-527

ing changes in the relatives rates of magma exsolution and degassing (such as precipitation-528

induced sealing of confining rocks). In general, however, it seems that pressure build-529

up requires the occurrence of processes or events less obvious and universal than just shal-530

low magma degassing originating buoyancy. Accordingly, the present results concur to531

provide a simple explanation for the observed long sequences of repeated shallow magma532

injection and mixing events which appear to represent the normal condition at most vol-533

canoes worldwide; while the occurrence of a volcanic eruption disrupting such a dynam-534

ically stable setup requires the generation of less common conditions leading to sufficient535

pressure buildup somewhere in the magmatic domain.536

5 Open Research537

The GaLeS numerical code employed for simulations is accessible at https://gitlab538

.com/dgmaths9/gales539
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